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i steal the night, i hope the live
i watch you die, i won't deny
i pull the leg, i copulate
you know the time is waiting
from the start, until the end
you broke my heart, i don't need you
i don't need you
i don't need you
now steal the time of your life
and your brain will fall out on the floor
push it round, kick it down
never mind the bullshit
let's get this show on the road
you'll see what you want to see
you'll dream what you want to dream
just follow me, and take some lsd
you soar, you feel the time fly by like a rock
into my brain, into the sun, it's the plight
you got my heart and the vision of the sacred cow
bleeding eyeballs, and bleeding stumpy legs
pushed in the middle of this vision
that you hold onto your brain
see a man at a kitchen table with a knife
he's gonna fucking kill his wife
with the twelve-gauge knife
don't you know it's time to run away
from the crazy game of life?
don't you know how to get away?
it don't always play so fair
so the knife will cut you down
what you do is on your time
this is the shitty life
you talk about no compromise
drive a car it's sexy like that
don't you know you're fucking fat?
all day, you crushed a million faces
you crush, you crushed a million faces
they seep through the wall
they cross you, your call
to the door, and open up inside, back into my head
i can't take this
you never took the time
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to see the light then wonder why
the chemical reaction in your head is so insane
don't delay, don't delay, don't fake
you'll see what you want to see
we both know how it goes, so just pretend
pushed in the face, in the disgrace
it's all over the place, it's the vision
it's the government, it's the drug
it's the nightmare of the dea
'cause your children don't care anymore
the children don't care anymore
they fake it on tv, you'll fake it on tv
you'll fake it on tv, you fake it on tv
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